
TVINNS - Trestles, plywood with white film finish (Art# 6069)
https://www.woodandmore.de/tvinns---trestles,-plywood-with-white-film-finish__6069.htm

Price per item:  185.30 €  111.00 €
(incl. VAT, excl. Shipping)

 Wood / Finish / Color
plywood white

 Size
W/H/D 59 x 70 x 31.8 cm
Size of upper compartment: 30 x 25.2 x 39 cm
Size of bottom compartment: 30 x 43 x 39cm

 Delivery content
Delivery consists of 1 pair = 2 trestles (6 wooden parts),
assembly material, assembly instructions 

 Material
The individual elements are made of 15mm birch multiplex
with different colored surfaces. By its slightly offset
construction, the T-shaped trestle gains high stability and
also provides more security for the table top through a large
contact area. The subdivision of the larger T-section by an
additional shelf creates lots of space for folders, notebooks,
storage boxes or filing systems. The rear area is suitable to
keep cables and power strips from view. The decorative
nickel-plated screw heads give the TVINNS that special
accessory.

 

Short information on plywood: plywood is multilayered and
grouted solid wood veneer with a resin-coated surface in
different colors. The plywood edges are natural and
untreated. Detailed information on the base material and
the properties in the  material overview.

 Usage
In combination with a table top of your choice, the trestle
pair TVINNS transforms into a stylish desk, workstation or
working table with plenty of space for shelves, your
computer and / or small devices. Set up individually you
receive a grand or two separate lounge tables with the
maximum dimensions of 140 x 59cm. 

 Capacity
The trestles can be used with table tops of different
thicknesses, sizes and materials. We recommend table tops
with the dimensions: Width 60-80 cm x Lenght 120-160
cm. The thickness should be appropriate to the material.

 Extras / Special
The trestle / coffee table combination TVINNS can - by
simple rotation - be converted into a desk or coffee table.
The trestles can when installed as a permanent desk be
rotated in any direction, which makes it possible to exploit
the given space. In addition to its multi-functionality TVINNS
offers plenty of storage space for equipment and bins. 

 Weight including packing
material in kg
21.20
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